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A DISTRIBUTED SERVER ARCHITECTURE FOR
PROVIDING IMMERSIVE AUDIO COMMUNICATION
TO MASSIVELY MULTI-PLAYER ONLINE GAMES
Cong Duc Nguyen, Farzad Safaei, Paul Boustead
Telecommunications and Information Technology Research Institute
University of Wollongong, Australia
Email (cong, farzad, paul) @titr.uow.edu.au
Abstma-This paper investigates the assignment of audio mixing operations to a geographically distributed set of servers to provide an immersive
audio communicafion environment for massively multi-player online games.
The immersive audio communication senice enables each avatar to hear
a realistie audio mix of the conversations in its audible range. There are
three primary delivery architectures for this service, namely, peer-to-peer,
central server and distributed servers. We focus on the distributed server
architecture, which partitions the virtual world into regions or locales and
then assigns the Computation associated with the c-tion of audio scenes
for all avatars in each locale to a server. Our aim is to find the optimal way
to partition the virtual world into l o d e s and then choose the locale servers
in such a way that d u c e s the total delay perceived by all avatars.
We have produced a mathematical formulation for the optimal partitioning and semer assignment and developed a heuristics appmach based on a
graph algorithm. We have developed a simulation environment that creates
both the physical world (geographicdistribution of participants and the Internet topalogy model) and the virtual world (distribution of avatars based
an different avatar aggregationbehaviors). We have solved the problem exactly as well as using the heuristics algorithm for B range of simulated virtual and physical worlds. In many cases, the heuristics results were within
5% of the optimal. Our algorithms and simulation study will be of benefit
to future immersive audio communication service providers in the design of
.
a cost effective delivery architecture for this senice.

pose of gathering in the virtual space or at least a very important
means for achieving the actual goal. This will be particulary
important for the genres of social games and interactive entertainment. Natural multi-person communication is often characterised by the presence of multiple simultaneous conversations
among the people gathered in an environment such as a cocktail
party, cafe, foyer of a conference, or market place. The ability to pick up interesting conversations in one's vicinity and join
these groups or simply be aware of the peripheral discussions is
critical to our sense of satisfaction of being in the presence of
a crowd. The current style of audio teleconferencing, when a
strict protocol of 'one at a time' for conversation has to be followed, may be too restrictive for crowded virtual spaces. We,
therefore, believe that in certain situations, realistic presentation
of the background audio zone is desirable, if not critical. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the accuracy requirements
(in terms of delay and spatial placement) are more stringent for
the interactive zone compared to the background zone.

We assume that a game service provider can have access to
a number of servers located over the Internet. One way to disMassively multi-player online games (MMOG) have become tribute computation is to partition the virtual world into locales,
attractive applications over the Internet. A recent report [l] and the audio mixing for all the avatars in each locale is pershows that the revenue for MMOG is estimated at $635 mil- formed by one of these servers. In the system design developed
lion in 2003, and by 2005 should reach $1.8 billion. In current by our research team, the server compute a fixed number of parMMOG, although the 3D graphics have been improved signif- tially mixed audio streams for each avatar in that locale and send
icantly, communications between game participants are limited these streams back to that avatar. We refer this architecture to as
distributed locale servers. Our aim is to find the optimal way to
and often based on text messages.
We believe that these games will be far more attractive if im- partition the virtual world into locales and then choose the locale
mersive audio communication can be provided to game play- servers in such a way that reduces the total delay perceived by
ers. The immersive audio communication service allows all the all avatars. We have produced a mathematical formulation for
avatars to hear a realistic mix of voices of other avatars in their the optimal partitioning and server assignment and developed a
area of interest or hearing range. This audio scene is a person- heuristics approach based on a graph algorithms. A simulation
alised mix of voices of other avatars, spatially placed and atten- study is canied out to evaluate our proposed server assignment
uated according to distance to the listener. Although accuracy algorithms and to discuss various factors that might improve the
is desired, there is variation among the avatars about the impor- group audio communication delay. In particular, we investigate
tance of different audio signals. Let us define the interactive the effect of changes in the number of servers and the correzone as the immediate vicinity of the avatar where active com- lation between distribution of avatars and game participants on
municative interaction may take place, while the background communication delays and network resource usages in different
zone as the region outside the interactive zone stretched to the game scenarios.
limits of hearing range.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section lI,
In some cases, the user may only be interested in the inter- we briefly describe primary delivery architectures for this service
active zone. The background audio scene, therefore, appears as and the model of a physical world and a virtual world. In Section
'noise' and can either be blocked or simulated by a background 111, we propose server assignment algorithms for the distributed
chatter of suitable volume. However, there are situations where locale server architecture. Simulation results are presented in
the multi-person voice communication is either the primary pur- Section N.We discuss related work in Section V and draw con-

I. INTRODUCTION
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clusion in Section VI.

11. SERVICE MODELS
A. Delivery architectures

There are three primary delivery architectures for the creation
of immersive audio communication, namely, peer-to-peer, central server ana distributed servers. The central server architecture
(shown in Fig. la) has the ease of implementation for functionality, such as, security, privacy and billing. The limitations of
central server architecture are high delay, processing scalability
and single point of failure. The peer-to-peer architecture (shown
in Fig. IC)has low delay but is subject to high bandwidth usage.
As a result, this architecture has serious access bandwidth problems, especially on upstream paths. An additional disadvantage
of the peer-to-peer architecture is that security and anonymity is
reduced by the fact that this method of delivery will provide a
Fig. 1. Server architecruresfor immenive audio scene creation
game player's IP address to all people in hisiher hearing range.
The central server and peer-to-peer architectures have been evaluated in [9].
Our focus is on a distributed server architecture. We have edges; a set S C V, denotes a set of potential processing server;
identified two major drivers for the distribution of applications R C V, is a set of Intemet Service Provider Points of Presence
over a network of servers: resource driven distribution (RDD), (ISP POPs). It is noted that R and S are disjoint sets and all
and latency driven distribution (LDD). The aim of RDD is to nodes can support routing functions. Each link has two metrics:
move components of the application to other servers to over- a link cost for policy-based shortest path routing and a link decome the processing capacity limitations in one site. If there lay representing the propagation delay between the two nodes.
are sufficient resources available in one processor, however, the The number of game players located at ISP POPs are randomly
distribution would not lead to any performance improvement, generated based on a uniform distribution. We do not consider
For LDD applications, the ability to control the spatial location the delays from ISP POPs to game players since these delays are
of the processing is of pivotal importance. So even if the pro- fixed and can not be influenced by us. Shortest path first (SPF)
cessing resource is abundant in one location, the application will routing is implemented. This is the current routing protocol in
perform poorly in terms of response time and latency if it is not the Internet.
The virtual world is modelled as a square area of certain size,
distributed over a suitable set of geographically diverse servers.
The immersive audio communication is an LDD application and in which, avatars are distributed according to the following diswe will demonstrate that the distributed locale server architec- tributions:
ture will lead to significant improvements even when there are
Uniform distribution: avatar (x,y) coordinates are set accordabundance of processing resources in each server.
ing to uniform random distribution. This results in a uniform
Fig. l h shows the basic operation of the distributed locale spread of avatars in the virtual world.
server architecture. These sewers form an overlay network, conClustered distribution: Cluster centers are randomly placed in
nected in full-mesh. The virtual world is partitioned into locales, the virtual world. At each cluster center, a v a m are positioned
and the audio mixing operations in each locale is performed by around the center according to a normal distribution with the
one server. It is possible to assign one server to more than one mean of zero.
locale. Avatars in each locale only need to send their audio
For different types of games, we envisage that there are a
streams to the server assigned to that locale. If avatars in two range of avatar grouping patterns, referred to as game grouping
adjacent locales, which are assigned to two different servers, are behaviors. The following terminology is proposed to capture
in the hearing range of each other, these two servers need to ex- this range of game grouping behaviors:
change the required audio streams (shown as broken lines in Fig.
Loners represent isolated avatars which are relatively far away
lb). When servers are located in different parts of the Internet, from each other and have low chance of interaction.
distributed locale servers can provide better delay performances
A clan represents a medium size group, such as a hunting
compared with the central server, especially when people from a group. which is very common in online games.
particular geographic region aggregate as a group in the virtual
A crowd represents a very large group, such as a stadium or a
world. Since computations are distributed, this architecture is market place.
more scalable than the central server and has no single point of
The above avatar distributions are demonstrated in Fig. 2. In
failure. Finally, similar to the central server architecture, imple- Fig. 2a, we model the virtual world of games which mainly have
mentation of security, privacy and billing is also possible.
loners as a uniform avatar distribution with low density. Clans
are modelled as small clusters, which consist of up to about 30
B. Model of a physical network and a virrual world
avatars. Crowds are larger clusters, which consist of about 100
We model the network and server topology as a graph avatars or more. Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c shows a virtual world which
Gp(Vp,E,); where V'denotes a set of nodes, Epdenotes a set of consists of 250 clans and 25 crowds, respectively.

.
.
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is to design a server assignment algorithm to minimize the total interactive communication delays, which we call delay cost.
We partition the virtual world into N square locales. Let P be
the number of potential processing servers. Each locale is p r u
cessed by only one server. It is possible to assign one server to
more than one locale. If avatars in two adjacent locales, which
are assigned to two different servers, are in the hearing range of
each other, the two servers need to exchange the required audio
streams. The inter-server delays introduces additional delays for
the group communication.
Our aim is to find the optimal way to partition the virtual world
into locales and then choose the locale servers in such a way that
reduces the total interactive communication delay perceived by
all avatars. We assume that each server has enough capacity
to create audio scenes for the whole game. The distribution of
servers therefore will be solely based on latency requirements
as opposed to resource limitations (LDD as opposed to RDD).
Server resource limit can be considered later by putting capacity
constraints in the algorithms described in the next section.

(a) Loners

(b) Clans

B. Mathematical programming formulation

(C)

crowds

Fig. 2. Avatar distribution in different games

There may be a tendency for game players from close geographic regions to aggregate together due to language, culture
and lifestyle preferences. As an example, people in Japan may
prefer to gather together in some games for language and cultural reasons. A parameter loosely referred to as "correlation"
parameter is introduced to specify how people aggregate in each
clan/crowd based on their real world geographic locations. In
particular, the correlation parameter states the probability that
people in each crowdclan reside in a particular geographic region. This region is modelled as an ISP POP or a number of
close POPS.
To model this correlation, we use a correlation parameter x,
0 5 x 5 1. Each time an avatar is populated in a clan/crowd, a
random number T between 0 and I is generated. If r > z, the
avatar is from a random chosen POP. If T 5 x, the avatar is from
the POPs that are correlated to that clankrowd. Therefore, the
higher the correlation parameter is, the more people in a particular real-world geographical region group together in the same
virtual location in the game.
Each avatar has an interactive zone, denoted as a circle of diameter Dr,and a background zone, denoted as a circle of diameter D z ( D z > D I ) .The positions of avatars determine a subset
of participants who are in the hearing range of each other.

We use the following mathematical programming to model
the problem. Fist of all, the known parameters are defined as
follows. Let c: be the sum of delays from server s to all avatars
in locale i and dat be the delay between server s and server t. Let
mij be the number of avatars in locale i that are in interactive
communication with avatars in the neighbor locale j . If locales i
and j are assigned to two different servers, say s and t , the interserver delay cost due to this assignment is denoted as k;J, and
k&! = miidat.
Decision variables:
1 if servers is chosen for locale i
0 otherwise

2; =

Objective function:
Minimize:

xl'c;+
l<i_<N:lSsSP

(2)

V i : 1< i 5 N

(3)

S=l

This mathematical programming is non-linear. We use a simple
method to linearize it as follows. Let y$ be a binary decision
variable that has the following property.
(4)

The former problem is transformed to the following linear programming (LP).
Minimize:

subject to
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LOCALE SERVER ARCHITECTURE

It is assumed that a game service provider can have access
to a number of servers located over the Internet. The objective

.!Xt.k??

Ijz,j<N;l~s,t<P;i#j;sjt

111. OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS FOR THE DISTRIBUTED

A. Problem description

c

(1)

n,,aycr

Fig. 3. Graph representation and optimal sewm assignment

.;

y!?
v <
- x:
y‘t <
23

-

(7)
(’)

xi + x; 5 1 + y g

(9)
The constraints in equation 6 ensure that each locale is processed
by one server. The constraints in equations 7, 8, and 9 are to
ensure the condition in equation 4 is satisfied. Basically, these
constraints ensure that if two adjacent locales are assigned to two
different servers, the delay cost due to inter-server &mmunication is taken into account.
Since there are N locales and P servers, the number of x:
variables is N P . Each locale may have from three to eight adjacent locales depending on position of the locale in the virtual
world. For each locale that is already assigned to a server, there
are P different server assignment possibilities for each of its adjacent locales. As a result, the number of !y; decision variables
is in the order of N P 2 . Therefore, the number of binary decision
variables for this problem is in the order of O(NP+NP2).Consequently, when the problem size is large, it is crucial to devise
a heuristic to solve the problem efficiently. In the next section,
we provide a greedy heuristic based on a graph algorithm.
C. Greedy heuristic algorithm
C.1 Graph representation

In order to solve this problem, we propose a multi-layer graph
G = ( V , E ) , where (VI = P N a n d V = { U ; : 15 i 5 N;1 5
s 5 P}. This graph has P layers corresponding to P servers,
and each layer has N vertices corresponding to N locales. Each
vertex U& (vertex i in layer s) has a delay cost e:. If locales i and
j are adjacent, there is an edge connecting any pair of U; and U;,
denoted as e:;, which has delay cost k$ The problem is to find
a subgraph G‘ L G that covers N vertices corresponding to N
locales and has the minimum total vertex costs and edge costs.
G‘ should have the property that if any two vertices of G are in
G‘, the edge connecting these vertices is also in G’.
This graph representation is similar to graph partitioning algorithms in distributed virtual environment (DVE) in [6][7].However, these algorithms are designed for load balancing, therefore,
the cost of each vertex (the computation cost of each locale) is
the same for any server since this cost only depends on the number of avatars in that locale. Therefore, only a single-layer graph
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is used. In this work, the delay cost of each vertex depends on
the spatial location of a server with respect to physical distribution of participants in that locale. In addition, the cost of an edge
connecting two vertices also depends on the servers that are assigned to each vertex. As a result, a multi-layer graph is required
to capture this behaviour.
Fig. 3 shows a virtual world consisting of nine locales and the
resulting 2-layer graph representation of the virtual world when
two servers are used. The figure also presents the optimal server
assignment solution. The vertex cost in each layer denotes the
delay cost from each server to all avatars in the locale corresponding to that vertex. The circles denote a set of avatars in
adiacent locales who communicate interactivelv. This results in
the inter-layer edge costs in the graph. The zero cost inter-layer
edges are not shown to avoid cluttering the figure. In each layer,
all edges have zero cost (since adjacent locales are served bythe
same server) and are denoted as broken lines in the figure. As
shown in the figure, the costs from server 2 to all locales are
higher than those from server 1 except for locales Lz, LB,L,.
Therefore, locale LS and L, are assigned to server 2. Locale L:!
is not assigned to server 2 since the reduction in vertex cost is 1,
while the additional edge Cost is 2. ~ 1 other
1 locales are assigned
to server 1.
C.2 Greedy algorithm
In this algorithm, we aim to select a sub-graph G’ C G, that
covers N vertices and has the smallest sum of vertex costs and
edge costs. First of all, we choose a starting vertex for which
the sum of the vertex cost and its average outgoing edge costs
is minimum. Then, we repeat the following procedures: choose
the vertex that has the minimum of its vertex cost and costs to all
vertices in the existing sub-graph that are adjacent to it. When a
vertex in one layer is added to the sub-graph, the corresponding
vertices in all other layers as well as all edges connecting to these
vertices are deleted. This is to make sure that each locale is
processed by only one server. The algorithm finishes when N
vertices are covered. The complexity of this algorithm is similar
to Minimum Spanning Tree problem 1131, which is O((NP)’).
Pseudo code:
1. Initialize
G’(Vsub, E s u b )
0;
Neighbor(V,b) = 0;
2. Choose the first vertex U: s.t (e: + mean(k$)) is minimum.
Add U,” to G‘.
3. While size(G’) < N do
4. Update the Set Of Neighbor: Vnb = {U:} S.t {U;
Vsub
a d 3 e$ S.t U; E Vsub}.
5 . For each ut, E Vnb,compute cost; = c;
e$
S.t U& E Vsub
6. Add wj to G’ s.t cost; is minimum
7. Remove U: from K b , delete all U” s t {U # U,1 5 U 5 P }
7. .
and all edges connected to these vertices.
8. End
As an example in Fig. 3, this algorithm chooses vertex U; (vertex
corresponding to locale L7 and server 2), then, vi,U:, U:, U:, U;,
U:, U:, and finally, U,”.
If we need to consider the maximum load of each server, additional constraints are required for the LP model. For the greedy

+

heuristic, a constraint can be put in step 4. A vertex is added to
the Neighbor set only when the server corresponding to that vertex is not overloaded. In addition, the server load is incremented
each time a vertex is added to G' in step 6.

D. Impact of avatar movemenis on optimal server assignment
Movements of avatars in the virtual world change the composition of locales. This means that as time goes by, the current partition and assignments of locales to servers drifts from
optimal. In this situation, re-partitioning and re-assignment of
locales to servers are necessary to reduce the total delay cost.
While avatar movements may occur constantly, joining and
leaving the game by participants tend to occur on a longer time
scale. Especially, game players in different geographical regions
tend to join and leave the game in six different 4-hour blocks
during a day [IO]. In addition to avatar movements, this behavior
may also affect optimal server allocation.

(b) C l u s t e r

IV. SIMULATIONS

TABLE I

GT-ITM topology generator [U] is used to model the Internet
topology. Specifically, we use a transit-stub graph of 600 nodes,
comprising of three transit domains, which reflect three main geographic regions: North America, Europe, and Asia. Each domain has on average eight transit nodes, each transit node connects to three stub Autonomous Systems (AS), representing the
connectivity of different ASS in each region. We randomly place
24 potential servers and 100 ISP POPs in these three regions.
Each ISP POP has a uniform random number of game clients
connected. Unless otherwise stated, the simulation results are
generated with an average of 50 game players per POP. The
topology generator parameters are chosen such that the maximum propagation delay in the shortest path between two nodes
is 300ms. The interactive zone diameter D I is IOm, the hackground zone diameter Dz is 40m and the average number of
avatars in each avatar's interactive zone in crowdclan based virtual world is 2.5. The number of crowdslclans in a crowdclan
based virtual world is 50 and 250, respectively. In each delive~y
architecture, the interactive delay is defined as the average delay
from an avatar to all other avatars it communicates with in the
interactive zone. The bandwidth requirement is calculated based
on the total number of links required by all audio flows.

A. Impart of server assignment algorithms on delay

In the following simulations, we compare our proposed
greedy heuristic with the optimal results from the LP model. The
optimal results are obtained from Cplex optimization software
[14]. We patition the virtual world into different number of locales, run the two server assignment algorithms and calculate the
total interactive communication delays for both cluster distribution (25 crowds) and uniform distribution. In these simulations
we assume the correlation equal to 0.5. In uniform distribution,
we divide the vinual world to 25 squares, and the correlation parameter specifies how people aggregate in each of these square
based on their real-world geographic locations.
As shown in Table I, the results from the greedy heuristic are
within 5% of optimal. Fig. 4 shows the close match between the
two algorithms in crowd based distribution. The numbers in each
square represent the server number that is assigned to that locale.

0-7803-8783-x/o4/$20.00 0 2004 IEEE
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Gmdy hcutisuc

optimrl re<"ll f"

CPkl

Fig. 4. Server assignment results'from Cplex and Greedy heuristic in cluster
distribution

The difference between the greedy heuristic and optimal result
is highlighted by shading locales for which the greedy heuristic
provides a different result. In addition, it is noted from Table I
that the greedy heuristic is scalable while the running time for
the LP model is exponential, which would not be suitable for
large problems.
It is also shown that increasing the number of locales reduces
the delay cost. As indicated in Table I, the delay cost is reduced
by nearly 20% in uniform distribution and about 10%in cluster
distribution when the number of locales is increased from 16 to
900. This is expected since reducing the size of locale would
improve granularity of assigning servers based on de.lay requirements of each avatar.
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B. Effect of changes in the number of server andphysicalhirtual
world correlation
In this experiment, we investigate the effect of varying the ratio of the number of distributed locale servers to the number of
POPs and virtuallphysical world correlation on the interactive
delay in a crowd based game. An optimal central server is chosen among 24 potential servers. As shown in Fig. 5 , at high correlation parameters, increasing the number of distributed servers
would reduce the interactive delays considerably. When all 24

(a) Distributed locale server

-4

Fig. 5. Effect of changes in the number of sewer and virtuallphysical world
correlation on interactive delay in a crowd based game.
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(b) Peer-to-peer
Fig. 7. Effect of vinuallphysical world correlation an resourre usage of distributed server and peer-to-peer versus central sewer in a crowd/clan based
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(b) Clans
Fig. 6 . Effect of vinuallphysical world correlation on interactive delays in a
cladcrowd based game.

Fig. 8. Network bandwidth requirements in a loner based game

servers are used, the interactive delay of the distributed locale
server architecture is reduced by approximately 60% and 20%
at correlation of 1 and O S , respectively. However, at low correlation, this improvement is less significant. In addition, when
the number of servers goes above a certain value, approximately
one eighth of the number of POPS, further improvements in the
interactive delays are very small.
C. Comparisons of delivery architectures for different player
grouping behaviors

In the following experiments, the effect of changes in physicaVvirtual world correlation on the interactive delays and network bandwidth requirements of the distributed locale server architecture is investigated. Simulations are carried out to evaluate
the performance of peer-to-peer, central server and distributed
locale server architectures in different avatar grouping behaviors.
In the delay performance comparison, the peer-to-peer architecture, which has the lowest delay, is used as a benchmark. In
the network bandwidth resource usage comparison, the central
server architecture is used as a benchmark.
As shown in Fig. 6a, in a crowd based game, the interactive
delay of the central server architecture does not depend on corre-

lation, while the interactive delay of the distributed locale server
architecture is reduced when the correlation increases. In particular, this delay is reduced by about 60% and 20% at correlation
of 1 and 0.5, respectively, and it closely follows the "best case"
peer-to-peer delay. A similar behaviour is shown for a clan based
game in Fig. 6b.
As shown in Fig. 7a, the distributed locale server architecture
uses equal or less network bandwidth resources than the central
server architecture. In particular, when the correlation increases
from 0 to 1, the bandwidth usage of the distributed locale server
architecture is reduced to 40% and 20% below that of the central server architecture in a crowd based game and a clan based
game, respectively. The peer-to-peer architecture has large bandwidth usage in this case. As indicated in Fig. 7b, the ratios of
network bandwidth requirements of this architecture versus the
central server increase from above 5 at correlation of 1 to about
14 (in clan based game) and 25 (in crowd based game) at correlation of 0. It is noted that a crowd based game requires nearly
twice the network bandwidth resources of a clan based game due
to a larger number of avatars in each avatar's hearing range.
In the final experiment, we simulate a loner based virtual
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

world, in which, the average number of avatars in hearing ranges
is varied from 0.5 to 5 , and the correlation parameter is equal to
0. As indicated in Fig. 8, the ratio of network bandwidth requirement of the peer-to-peer architecture versus the central server
architecture increases linearly from under 0.5 to about 3. The
network bandwidth requirement of the distributed locale server
architecture is approximately equal to that of the cenual server
architecture. Therefore, in loner based game, the handwidth usage of the peer-to-peer architecture is low and not much different
from the other architectures.

In this paper, we propose a distributed server architecture to
improve the communication delay perceived by users and increase scalability of an immersive audio communication service.
We also propose algorithms to optimize the performance of this
architecture. We present the result of our analysis and simulation
and discuss various factors that might improve the group audio
communication delay. In particular, we investigate the effect of
changes in the number of servers and the correlation between
distribution of avatars and game participants on communication
delays and network resource usage. From a simulation study of
D. Summary of resulrs and recommendation
different avatar aggregation behaviours, it is demonstrated that
In this study, we have investigated the performance of the our distributed locale server architecture can reduce the overdistributed locale server architecture based on a range of game all delay by around 20% compared to an optimally located cenplayer grouping behaviours and physicaVvirtual world correla- tral server and can have lower network bandwidth usage than
tion. The following recommendations are proposed:
the central server architecture. Our optimization algorithms and
For loner based games, the peer-to-peer architecture would simulation study will be of benefit to future immersive audio
be favored due to low delays in direct paths between avatars communication service providers in the design of a cost effecand acceptable levels of bandwidth usage, however, secu- tive delivery architecture for this service.
Our future work will investigate the impact of avatar moverity/anonymity issues must be addressed.
For games consisting of crowds and clans, the distributed lo- ments and game player joiningfleaving on the distributed locale
cale server architecture is most appropriate due to improvements server architecture. In this situation, the optimization algorithm
in interactive delays over the central server, especially when can be rerun to dynamically assign servers to locales in order to
there is a correlation between the virtual world and the physi- reduce interactive communication delays between players.
cal world.
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